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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A packet with a source IP address of 192.168.2.4 and a destination IP address of 10.1.1.4 arrives
at the AcmeB router. What action does the router take?
A. forwards a packet containing an ARP request out the FastEthemet0/1 interface
B. forwards the received packet out the Serial0/0 interface
C. forwards a packet containing an EIGRP advertisement out the Serial0/1 interface
D. forwards a packet containing an ICMP message out the FastEthemet0/0 interface
Answer: D
Explanation:
CCNA - EIGRP Common Question
http://www.orbitco-ccna-pastquestions.com/CCNA---EIGRP-Common-Question.php
Looking at the output above, there is no IP route for 10.1.1.4 address on AcmeB routing table. If
the router can no find a specific path in its routing table to a particular route,( In this case no
path is found so AcmeB) the router will inform the source host with an ICMP message that the
destination is unreachable and this will be through the same interface it has received the
packet (interface Fa0/0 network 192.168.3.0/28 from the exhibit).

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application.
You must handle any first chance exceptions that the application throws. The exception

handler has the following requirement.
You need to implement the exception handler.
How should you complete the relevant code?
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is already using Scrum very successfully within the development department. While
highly effective Scrum Teams deliver new software increments quickly, these increments are
not being delivered fast enough to customers. Releases happen once every 3 months and it
takes too much effort to make sure that the releases go smoothly.
What type of framework should this company try to establish?
A. Waterfall
B. DSDM
C. Lean
D. DevOps
Answer: D
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